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Longitudinal Polarization



Marco Stratmann: improvements to the DSSV analysis
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DSSV pPDFs presented at DIS 2008
first NLO global analysis DIS, SIDIS, RHIC

uncertainties with Lagrange Multipliers

New: uncertainties with improved Hessian scheme
variations of the best fit available

focused on !g

detailed analysis of (anti)quark polarization 
 predictions for RHIC:  ALL for charged pions, 

 jet correlations,       
AL  for W 

arXiv:0904.3821
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Marco Stratmann: improvements to the DSSV analysis

Questions raised:

“strange” issues

extrapolations

!!2 = ?
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consistency

surprisingly small in the 
measured region

Remarkable!

 fundamental questions to be answered
we have learned how to do it

pEIC

valence polarization well 
constrained
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Aram Kotzinian: ! SIDIS as a probe for !s

sensitivity to pPDFs
(model dependent)



F.  Taghavi Shahri: from pPDFs to valence quark model



F.  Taghavi Shahri: from pPDFs to valence quark model

extending 
unpolarized results

good agreement 
with data



Transverse Polarization
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DIS 2008: precise extraction of transversity, Sivers
and Collins functions from SIDIS and e+e- data.     

 (Anselmino et al. 2008)  

path of PDFs, pPDFs and FFs, but for distributions
 relevant for transversely polarized nucleons

towards global fits
check and exploit factorization and universality
higher order QCD on the way

systematic phenomenology
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Umberto d’Alesio: phenomenological study SSA

significant Sivers effect

negligible Collins effect

lp! ! + X

as intermdiate step between SIDIS pp! ! + X

using Anselmino’s group                             
parameterization.
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Mariaelena Boglione:  Sivers and Collins effects in 

combined description

towards a global analysis

pp! ! + X

of SSA in SIDIS and pp

in transverse spin



Daniel Boer:  Transverse     polarization at LHC 

 test for polarization 
mechanisms/models

polarizing FF

!
in pp and pPb

saturation region
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Kazuhiro Tanaka: update of SSA calculations

contributions without
counterpart in TMD 

approach.

twist-3 quark-gluon                             
correlations.



Beat Tödtli: heavy flavor corrections to transversity
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Simonetta Liuti:  neutral pion electroproduction

 extraction of

Burkardt’s moments
tensor charge
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many interesting 
and subtle points
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 relativistic two body
 model inspired in 

 field theory 

GPD parameterization 
 in position space 



Summary (Experimental Talks)





Outlook:

More than 20 years of sustained efforts to measure and extract 
pPDFs have matured significantly.

We have a clear and consistent picture of the quark/gluon helicity 
in the region covered by experiments. 

Our knowledge on transverse polarization is evolving fast.  


